Floodlight FL 21
Reliable as always.
Flexible and smart like never before.
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Limitless
flexibility.

Flexible
light concept
Wide area of light
distributions and light
colors that come in the

Parks, industrial sites, sport halls and small outdoor athletic facilities.
Floodlight FL 21, the newest generation of our popular family of floodlights, reliably performs its job day in and day out – and it does so in
the most flexible, smart and environmentally conscious manner ever.
Three sizes, a range of connection options, refined product design
and brand new control options with SITECO iQ make it all happen.
The result is smart, intelligent light that delivers the maximum
performance necessary to meet your very special needs.
Floodlight FL 21 – the trailblazing multi-talent with the high iQ!

Strong family
Flexible concept that
comes in three model
sizes and packages of
3,000 to 40,000 lumens

New control options –
smart and comfortable
DALI and Multi-Lumen models
are now available, as well as
Smart Interface and SITECO iQ

insect-friendly range
of 2,200K to 5,700K
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FL 21

Robust chameleon

Flexible
installation?
You bet.

Multi-faceted use with
IP66, along with ballimpact resistance and
swimming-pool suitability*
NEW: Including two cable

Mounting bracket or design bracket?
How do two floodlights on one mast
sound to you? The installation options
of the Floodlight FL 21 are boundless.

glands for the model sizes
mini and midi

Mounting
Bracket
All sizes

Design bracket

Mast flange
for 76/60mm
combined,
42mm separate

Simple/
dual
connection
all sizes

Available
as post-top
and side-entry
version

Sustainable product design
“Green” light with exchangeable
components (LED module + ECG)
and a glass cover with seal
for single-type separation

* Subject to corrections and technical changes.

micro/mini
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Project: Munich airport

FL 21
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Project: Skatepark Ibbenbüren

Professionals
need no limits.
From enabling passengers to quickly get their bearings in the
airport terminal to helping skaters enjoy safe outings in the
evening – the Floodlight FL 21 cuts a fine figure everywhere.
It is up for the task. And there is no secret why: It is a safety
officer, a quick-change artist, a kilowatt-pinching energy user,
an environmentalist and an aesthete all wrapped up into one.

Floodlight FL 21
at a glance
Floodlight FL 21 sizes:

FL 21 micro

FL 21 mini

FL 21 midi

Sizes
Micro
Mini (with three power settings)
Midi (with two power settings)
Light distribution & light colors
Asymmetric: PL43, PL64, PL52, PL61, PL33T
Rotationally symmetric: RS07, RS12
2,200K CRI 70, 3,000K CRI 70/80, 4,000K CRI 70/80, 5,700K CRI 90
Models
iQ Comfort
iQ Professional – Street-Remote
ON/OFF Multi-Lumen
DALI-AC/DC (size micro, mini)
Smart interface top/bottom, top (size mini, midi)

Contact.
SITECO GmbH
Georg-Simon-Ohm-Str. 50
83301 Traunreut, Germany
Tel. +49 8669 330
info@siteco.de

siteco.com

Technical support
Tel. +49 8669 338 44
technicalsupport@siteco.de
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